


👚 Funky & candy colored 
graphic designed in Singapore

👚 With a touch of local 
cultures & elements such as 
the iconic Merlion, HDB block, 
Kopitiam drinks. WEAR LIKE A 
LOCAL, NOT A TOURIST

👚 focus on ALL-OVER PRINT, 
products range from romper, 
kid’s tee, kid’s dress to baby 
bib, blanket to adult’s tee.

👚 new product: mum’s dress, 
scarf, daddy shirts for 
matching family set.

🔵 UNIQUE SELLING POINTS 🔵



👚 FREE customization on any design

👚 Transform kids artwork to wearable cloths, 
available in party pack suitable for party & workshop 
activity.

🔵 UNIQUE SELLING POINTS 🔵



👚 Dri-fit material 
👚 keep children dry & cool for their active lifestyle

👚 Eco-friendly & sustainable paper Packaging 

👚Reduce waste. On-demand 
manufacturing for customized 

& print to art item

🔵 UNIQUE SELLING POINTS 🔵



🌐 Website: 

www.customineonline.com

Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/customineonline

Instagram: 
www.instagram.com/customineonline

🏪 Stockist: 

🔵 SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS 🔵



📰 Check out the interview: bit.ly/customine8worldnews 

📹 Check out the video: bit.ly/customine8worldvideo

🔵 PRESS COVERAGE - CHANNEL 8 🔵



      

           Founder + designer of CUSTOMINE

👨 👶 2 years experience as a father. 

👚 👘 16 years of experience in creative, fashion, woven, production & manufacturing industry etc. 

👚 Strong experience to deal with vast market of 2200 outlets in 300 cities across China & Hong 

Kong. 

Ray move to Singapore 3 years ago with his Singaporean wife & becoming a Singapore PR as he gets 

attracted by the unique Singapore culture, food and lifestyle. 

Ray founded CUSTOMINE two years ago with a simple thought to design a romper for his newborn. 

With his good fashion sense and market-sensitivity, he reckoned original design & creativity with a 

sense of local touch is the main elements to stand out from the competitive market hence 

CUSTOMINE born to provide trendy & funky design with a twist of SG style. 

🔵 PROFILE OF DESIGNER + FOUNDER 🔵



🔵 LOOKBOOK🔵



🔵 LOOKBOOK🔵



Mother’s day special - 
MOMPRENEUR Campaign with 
Joanna Wee - a Singaporean 
Jewellery designer and leather 
crafter, Founder of Blithe & 
Merry

Emma Bok, a stylist, a young and 

fashionable mother, who is also the 

founder of ANOTHER FASHION ONLINE. 

🔵 COLLABORATION 🔵 



🔵 VISUAL MERCHANDISE DISPLAY🔵 



15% of sales for all CNY collection 
orders are proceed to to charity 

@hphpcommunity  HAPPY 
PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE 

(HPHP) in support of providing 
meals for elderly carton collectors.

HPHP is a community-driven 
movement aimed at connecting 
seniors with those who care enough 
to befriend them and provide help 
where help is needed. To date, 
HPHP have more than 200 elderly 
beneficiaries from 6 different areas 
in Singapore; Little India, Toa Payoh, 
Chinatown, Geylang, Bedok and Ang 
Mo Kio. ⠀⠀⠀

💟CUSTOMINE Giving project   X HPHP
Giving and receive more than you already have! 

🔵 CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY🔵 


